
DESCRIPTION

 Proper roof drainage is critical to the performance of every flat roof. 
If a building’s roof is designed with scuppers for water drainage, 
creating flashing on the job site can be time consuming and difficult.

Our Thru-Wall scuppers are ready-to-install and ideal for draining 
water from commercial low-slope roofs where the roof meets the 
parapet wall. We offer standard sizes fabricated with 24-gauge 
galvanized metal and 60-mil SENTINEL® PVC P150 membrane. 

PRODUCTS

Thru-Wall Scupper are designed to be used on rectangular outlets 
extending through walls or raised roof edges in the PVC roofing 
system. Scuppers are prefabricated with an integrated skirt and metal 
fastening flange.

Overflow boxes are available upon request in any dimension. 
Overflows can include a metal or membrane-only drop drain in the 
back and are available in open top, open back, or back capped  
options. Overflows are made to order for your specific needs,  
including both right an left wall corner options.

STORAGE & HANDLING

Store SENTINEL® PVC P150 Scuppers in a cool, shaded area and 
cover with a light-colored breathable, waterproof tarpaulin. Products 
that have been exposed to the elements must be prepared with  
PVC membrane cleaner prior to heat welding.
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STOCK PRODUCTS*

PRODUCT HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH METAL 
FLANGE

MEMBRANE 
FLANGE

4” Thru-Wall 4” 4” 12” 5” 6”

6” Thru-Wall 6” 6” 12” 5” 6”

*Available in white, gray and tan.

THRU-WALL 
SCUPPER

Stock & Custom

OVERFLOW 
Custom only

Scuppers

  Thru-Wall   Overflow

Membrane only:
  Yes   No

Corner:
  None   Flush Right   Flush Left

Measurements: 
Height (H) 
Width (W) 
Depth (D) 
Flange (F)

Color:
  White   Gray   Tan

CUSTOM SPECIFICATIONS

SENTINEL® PVC P150 Scuppers can be made to any size upon 
request. NOTE: Please provide measurements in inches only, in  
¹/₈ increments. Make sure that the measurements provided are of  
the outside diameter. 
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High-quality, Prefabricated and Custom PVC Flashing details 


